The world of science is vast in terms of know how and the progress made under each specialization needs to be shared through real-time interactive conferences and programs. OMICS Conferences feature poster presentations and panel discussions aimed at knowledge sharing.

OMICS Publishing Group organizes conferences in a planned manner to bring professionals from the scientific and biomedical realm on to a single platform.

OMICS Publishing Group organizes various meets at the global and regional level, by inviting speakers from various domains based on their individual expertise and track records.

The conferences are part of the OMICS Publishing Group initiative in bringing together eminent scholars for professional converging at various venues across the globe. These conferences provide scope for professional interaction between various individuals, in addition to networking opportunities.

OMICS Conferences concentrates on providing maximum gains to the participating speakers and attendees that would be of use both for practitioners and scientific bodies.

The speakers talking at these conferences include professors, academicians, and scholars who have worked on over 200 papers in the respective field.

An option for offline registration is also provided for speakers within the US, apart from the online procedure. Registrations and speaker guidelines for each OMICS conference are facilitated by a dedicated organizing committee which also takes care of all hotel and venue bookings.

The OMICS Conference Organizing Committee gathers the most seasoned scholars in various disciplines related to life sciences, chemical sciences, pharmaceutical sciences, clinical sciences, and medical sciences.

Several tracks and themes that are lined up for a conference are listed in the accompanying brochure beforehand, which cover relevant subjects within the scope of the conference. The conferences also feature panel discussions that are much interactive compared to the regular Q&A sessions after each track.

Various professors and scholars have the opportunity to speak and present their findings, and those with a single track are encouraged to present short but informative slides to cover the essence of the talk.

Preliminary abstracts presented by speakers are pre-checked for content quality and adherence to the standard format suggested by OMICS Conference regulations. Abstracts of the conferences cover major proceedings of the meet and also appear in the corresponding journals associated with each of the conferences. An archive of all the past conferences is recorded for visitors online.

OMICS conferences also feature exhibitions portraying the developments in the related domain with provision to reserve booths in advance with an online application form.

OMICS Publishing Group provides platform for the notable scientific players across the industry to provide opportunities for developing new high-end partnerships, initiating joint proposal calls and other collaborations in both federal and commercial sectors. OMICS Publishing Group also encourages scientific partnering as a part of the conferences which enables one-to-one meeting with intellectuals from the relevant domain carrying the desired expertise. This initiative seeks to add value to the OMICS Publishing Group series of conferences.

OMICS Publishing Group lists more than fifty events throughout the calendar year in 2012, with plans for successive meets in 2013 as a sequel to the concluded conferences.

All logistics and operational activities behind each OMICS Publishing Group Conferences are taken care of by the organizing committee. Hotel bookings, venue details and last-minute changes, if any, are promptly communicated to the speakers by the organizing committee on behalf of OMICS Publishing Group Conferences.
International Conference on Clinical and Cellular Immunology during October 22-24, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-Northshore, USA

Immunology-2012 will be an innovative and invigorating OMICS Publishing Group Conference reflecting the direction of immunology in the 21st century in a secure yet exciting environment. The meet allows learning about the latest technological advances to treat people with immunological problems.

International Conference and Expo on Materials Science & Engineering during October 22-24, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-Northshore, USA

The International Conference and Expo on Materials Science & Engineering is an OMICS Group Conference that gathers visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies in Materials Science. The OMICS Group conference will focus on current advances in the research, production of different materials and use of Materials Science. The meet would foster collaborations across industry and academia and evaluate emerging technologies across the globe.

International Expo and Conference on Analytrix & HPLC during October 22-24, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-Northshore, USA

Analytrix-2012 is an OMICS Group Conference that brings Pharmaceutical Industries, Diagnostic Companies, leading Universities and Research Institutes to foster collaborations across industry and academia, and evaluate emerging technologies in the domain across the globe. The scientific program paves a way to gather visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies at Analytrix-2012.

International Conference and Exhibition on Computer Aided Drug Design & QSAR during October 29-31, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-Northshore, USA

This OMICS Group Conference is a remarkable event which brings together a unique and International mix of large and medium Biotech and Diagnostics companies, leading Universities and Drug Designing Institutions making the conference a perfect platform to share experience, foster collaborations across industry and academia and evaluate emerging technologies across the globe. The meet encourages to put forward many thought provoking strategies in Computer Aided Drug Design & QSAR.

International Conference on Pulmonary & Respiratory Medicine during October 29-31, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-North Shore, USA

Respiratory Medicine-2012 is a remarkable OMICS Group Conference which brings together a unique and International mix of large and medium companies emerging in the field of Pulmonary & Respiratory medicine its therapy and diagnosis, inclusive of leading Universities and Institutions making the conference a perfect platform to share experience, foster collaborations across industry and academia and evaluate emerging technologies across the globe.

2nd World Congress on Cell Science & Stem Cell Research during November 12-14, 2012 at Hilton San Antonio Airport, USA

Cell Science-2012 is an event which brings together a unique and International mix of large and medium Cell Science, Stem Cell Research and Diagnostics companies, leading Universities and Stem Cell Research Institutions making the conference a perfect platform to share experience. This OMICS Group Conference would pave the way to gather visionaries associated with Cell Science & Stem Cell Research.

International Conference on Clinical Microbiology & Microbial Genomics during November 12-14, 2012 at Hilton San Antonio Airport, USA

The OMICS Group Conference, Clinical Microbiology & Microbial Genomics-2012 brings together a unique and International mix of large and medium Biotech and Diagnostics Companies, leading Universities and Clinical Microbiology Institutions making the conference a perfect platform to share experience. There would be scope for Editorial Board Members and other experts in the Clinical Microbiology & Microbiology field across the world.

International Conference on Regenerative and Functional Medicine during November 12-14, 2012 at Hilton San Antonio Airport, USA

Regenerative Medicine-2012 is an OMICS Group Conference which brings together a unique and international mixture of large and medium Pharmaceutical, Health care, Food Technology, Biotech & Diagnostic Companies, few of the Research Institutes to most of the leading Universities, making the congress a perfect platform to share experience, foster collaborations across industry & academia and evaluate emerging technology/engineering across the globe.
International Conference on Genetic Syndromes & Gene Therapy during November 19-21, 2012 at Hilton San Antonio Airport, USA

Gene Therapy-2012, to be held as part of the OMICS Group Conferences brings together a unique and international mix of large and medium Genetic engineering and Diagnostic Companies, leading Universities and Clinical Research Institutions and gathers visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward the findings in Genetic Syndromes & Gene Therapy.

International Conference and Exhibition on Probiotics during November 19-21, 2012 at Hilton San Antonio Airport, USA

Probiotics 2012 is an OMICS Group Conference that brings together unique and International mix of large and medium Biotech, Food Processing Companies, leading Universities and Industries making the congress a perfect platform to share experience and for partnering. New scientific evidences that support or question the efficacy of already existing or prospective substances and applications will be conferred.

International Conference and Exhibition on Food Processing & Technology during November 22-24, 2012 at Hyderabad International Convention Center, India

Food Technology-2012 would bring together a unique and International mix of large and medium Food Processing and Technology Research, leading Universities, Food Processing and Technology Research Institutions making the OMICS Group Conference a perfect platform to share knowledge and expand network. The meet would bring together experts in the Food Processing and Technology across the world.

3rd International Conference and Exhibition on Analytical & Bioanalytical Techniques during November 22-24, 2012 at Hyderabad International Convention Center, India

The OMICS Group Conference seeks to present new insights by exploring Scientific Technologies & Industry Insight. The event aims in promulgating knowledge and exchange of new ideas amongst the Pharmacy Professionals, Industrialists, and students in Analytical and Bioanalytical techniques. The previous two editions of the conference generated immense interest.

2nd International Conference on Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs during November 23-24, 2012 at Hyderabad International Convention Center, India

The OMICS Conference in Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs brings together leading Universities, Clinical Research Institutions and Dignitaries from Quality & Regulatory Departments of FDA. The previous International Conference and Exhibition on Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs was held in BWI Airport Baltimore on September 6-7, 2011 with a theme “Research & Advancements in Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs.

International Conference and Exhibition on Cosmetology & Cosmetics during November 23-24, 2012 at Hyderabad International Convention Center, India

Cosmetology-2012 is a hugely awaited event which brings together a unique and International mix of large and medium cosmetic companies, leading Universities and Industries making the OMICS Group Conference a perfect platform to share experience and provide networking opportunities. The scientific program will focus on current advances in the research, production and use of Cosmetics with particular focus on their role in maintaining health and preventing side effects.

International Conference and Exhibition on Surgery & Transplantation during November 26-28, 2012 at Hilton San Antonio Airport, USA

The Surgery-2012 OMICS Group Conference would feature lectures, panel discussions, debates by world renowned experts who will discuss the latest advances in surgery of various organs & transplantation and it is meant for general surgeons, physicians, residents, fellows, and allied health clinicians. It allows practitioners to put forward many thought provoking strategies in Surgery & Transplantation.

International Conference on Hair Transplantation & Trichology during November 26-28, 2012 at Hilton San Antonio Airport, USA

Trichology-2012 would panel discussions, debates by world renowned experts who will discuss the latest advances in surgery of various organs & Transplantation and it is designed for general surgeons, physicians, residents, fellows, and allied health clinicians. The OMICS Group Conference allows sharing best practice in the field as well as learning about case studies of successfully integrated technologies related to Hair Transplantation and Trichology, and also highlights recent developments and to identify emerging and future areas of growth in this exciting field.
International Toxicology Summit & Expo during November 26-28, 2012 at Hilton San Antonio Airport, USA

International Toxicology Summit & Expo ranges from basic research to applied research and includes a variety of disciplines. Bringing together basic and applied scientists from academia, industry, and Government is essential to drive this important field forward. Scientists can therefore use this conference as a forum to exchange ideas and discuss cross-disciplinary collaborations and research opportunities. The OMICS Group Conference would offer you many opportunities to exchange advanced knowledge on Toxicology by world-renowned scholars, in addition to symposiums, workshops as well as oral and poster sessions.

International Conference on Obesity and Weight Management during December 3-5, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Philadelphia Center City, USA

Obesity-2012 would be conducted as part of the OMICS Group Conferences which brings together a unique and International mix of large and medium Pharmaceutical and Biotech companies and institutions. The International Conference and Exhibition on Obesity and Weight Management will also schedule and coordinate all meetings with editorial Board Members and other experts in the field of weight and obesity management across the world.

International Summit on GMP & GCP: USA, Europe, Japan, Asia Pacific during December 3-5, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Philadelphia Center City, USA

GMP & GCP-2012 is an OMICS Group Conference which brings together a unique and International mix of large and medium Health & Research, Pharmaceutical Companies, Clinical Research Organizations, leading Universities and Research Institutions, and Visionaries through the research talks and presentations on GMP and GCP.

International Conference on QA, QC and Validation during December 3-5, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Philadelphia Center City, USA

The OMICS Group Conference on Quality Control serves as a perfect platform to share experience, foster collaborations across industry and academia and evaluate emerging technologies encompassing Quality Control that extends beyond ordinary statistical quality control techniques and quality improvement methods. It implies a complete overview and re-evaluation of the specification of a product.

2nd International Conference on Nanotek and Expo during December 3-5, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Philadelphia Center City, USA

The first conference at Omaha brought together large and medium Pharmaceutical, Health Care, Food Technology, Biotech & Diagnostic Companies, in addition to few of the Research Institutes and the leading Universities. The second of this OMICS Group Conference also promises to be a successful event with scientists, engineers and eminent scholars.

3rd International Conference on Pharmaceutics & Novel Drug Delivery Systems during April 8-10, 2013 at Hilton Chicago/Northbrook, USA

3rd International Conference on Pharmaceutics & Novel Drug Delivery Systems is among the OMICS series of Conferences after the first two meets on Pharmaceutica which were held at Baltimore, and San Francisco Airport Marriott. Recent advancements in the field of Pharmaceutics and Novel drug delivery systems would be the core subject of talk at the conference.

2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Metabolomics & Systems Biology during April 8-10, 2013 at Hilton Chicago/Northbrook, USA

2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Metabolomics & Systems Biology is an OMICS Group Conference that would serve as a catalyst for the advances in the study of Metabolomics & Systems Biology by connecting scientists within and across disciplines at sessions and exhibition held at the venue. The meet would enable the generation of new ideas, and acceleration of applications that benefit research in Metabolomics & Systems Biology.

3rd International Conference on Clinical & Experimental Cardiology during April 15-17, 2013 at Hilton Chicago/Northbrook, USA

The OMICS Group Conference aims to gather visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies in Cardiology. The scientific program will focus on current advances in the research and use of Cardiology by aggregating researchers, academicians and scientists from the Cardiology community and create an avenue towards robust exchange of information on technological advances.
3rd International Conference on Clinical & Experimental Ophthalmology during April 15-17, 2013 at Hilton Chicago/Northbrook, USA

The OMICS Group Conferences invites all the participants across the globe to attend the 3rd International Conference that brings together a unique and international mix of large and medium Pharmaceutical, Biotech and Diagnostic Companies, leading Universities and Clinical Research Institutions to share knowledge. The 3rd International Conference on Clinical & Experimental Ophthalmology will schedule and coordinate amongst the professionals in order to gather visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies. It will focus on current advances in research in the field of Ophthalmology.

3rd International Conference on Clinical & Experimental Dermatology during April 15-17, 2013 at Hilton Chicago/Northbrook, USA

Dermatology-2013 is the OMICS event which brings together a unique and international mix of large and medium Pharmaceutical and Biotech Diagnostics Companies, leading Universities and Clinical & Experimental Dermatology Institutions making the conference a perfect platform to share experience, foster collaborations across industry and academia, and evaluate emerging technologies across the globe. This OMICS Group Conference would schedule and coordinate all meetings with International experts in the Clinical & Experimental Dermatology field.

4th World Congress on Bioavailability & Bioequivalence during May 20-22, 2013 at Beijing, China

BABE-2013 is part of the series of OMICS Group Conferences involving key decision makers from the Academic Institutions, Healthcare Institutes, Pharmaceutical, Biotech, CROs supply chain, Logistics Practitioners making the congress a perfect platform to share experience, foster collaborations through the research talks & presentations in Bioequivalence and Bioavailability, making the congress a perfect platform for knowledge sharing.

2nd International Conference on Gastroenterology & Urology during June 10-12, 2013 at Hilton Chicago/Northbrook, USA

Gastroenterology-2013, as it would be known, is an OMICS Group Conference which brings together a unique and international mix of large and medium Pharmaceutical and Diagnostics Companies, leading Universities and Research Institutions making the Congress a perfect platform to share experience, boost networking opportunities and evaluate emerging technologies across the globe. The meet would involve meetings with experts in the Gastroenterology & Urology field across the World. The scientific program paves a way to gather visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward novel ideas.

2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Biometrics & Biostatistics during June 10-12, 2013 at Hilton Chicago/Northbrook, USA

The International Conference of Biometrics & Biostatistics is a part of the OMICS Group Conferences where researchers and developers share their experiences and ideas through research talks and presentations and reveal about advances in Biometrics & Biostatistics. This conference by OMICS Publishing Group brings together a forum for students, doctors and established scientists to exchange their ideas by contributing an integrative approach to Biometrics & Biostatistics Research, and gives the opportunity to participate in a congress with fellow colleagues, delegates, exhibitors and leading scientists in the field of Biometrics and Biostatistics.

2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Biosensors & Bioelectronics during June 17-19, 2013 at Hilton Chicago/Northbrook, USA

OMICS Publishing Group would be organizing the next Exhibition in Biosensors & Bioelectronics. This OMICS Group Conference offers a platform of bringing together a forum for students, doctors and established scientists to exchange their ideas by contributing an integrative approach to Biosensors & Bioelectronics Research, sharing best practice in the field as well as learning about case studies of successfully integrated bio-sensing technologies. The meeting will provide an opportunity to highlight recent developments and to identify emerging and future areas of growth in this exciting field.

2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Neurology & Therapeutics during June 17-19, 2013 at Hilton Chicago/Northbrook, Chicago, USA

OMICS Publishing Group invites all the participants across the globe to attend 2nd International Conference. The first OMICS Conference in the series was the successful and developers shared their experiences and ideas through research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies in Neurology. This event offered a platform of bringing together students, doctors and established scientists. Neuro-2013 gather visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies in Neurological Therapeutics, in addition to providing scope for the talks that are fruitful to the discipline.
3rd World Congress on Virology during July 11-13, 2013 at Singapore

This OMICS Group Conference would include symposia, satellite symposia and concurrent workshops and poster sessions on a wide range of virology topics. The conference will also feature a showcase of exhibitors for you to explore. Leading virologists will descend upon the City to share and examine innovative scientific breakthroughs in virology from basic science to clinical research. The two previous editions featured plenary sessions featuring many well-known and thought provoking key note speakers to intense and highly interactive discussion sessions. The scientific program also helped to pave a way to gather visionaries through the research talks and presentations in the evolving field of Virology.

3rd International Conference on Proteomics & Bioinformatics during July 15-17, 2013 at DoubleTree by Hilton Philadelphia Center City, USA

The OMICS Group Conference on Proteomics and Bioinformatics gathers experts in the Proteomics and Bioinformatics field across the globe, and enables visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies in Proteomics & Bioinformatics. The meet is the third one in this series of OMICS Group Conferences as the previous two were held in Hyderabad, India during June 06-08, 2011 and Las Vegas, USA during July 02-04, 2012, as the first two meets.

4th International Congress on Biomarkers & Clinical Research during July 16-17, 2013 at DoubleTree by Hilton Philadelphia Center City, USA

Biomarkers-2013 is an OMICS Group Conference that focuses on the development and application of biomarkers as key role indicators in health diagnostics, which has become a part of drug discovery processes and points to major changes in health diagnostics and clinical research. The meet features presentations that can demonstrate the evidence from research and clinical application in Biomarker discovery and its potential application in clinical practice. This two day conference, assembles leading scientists, researchers, decision-makers and other players across the industry spectrum, and provides a unique opportunity to gain insight into the latest biomarker developments and its application in health diagnostics, oncology and in clinical research.

2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Nutritional Science & Therapy during July 15-17, 2013 at DoubleTree by Hilton Philadelphia Center City, Philadelphia, USA

The OMICS Publishing Group’s Conference and Exhibition on Nutritional Science & Therapy will bring together dieticians, health professionals, neonatologists & pediatricians, experts in child development & other specialists, nutrition influencers and researchers. This OMICS meet will enable the exchange of ideas and knowledge to facilitate research advances in the field of nutrition by connecting scientists within and across disciplines and also features innovative theories, frameworks, methodologies, tools, and applications in the concerned domain.

2nd International Conference on Earth Science & Climate Change during July 22-24, 2013 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

This OMICS Group Conference brings together scientists, professors, researchers, professional delegates and students making it to share & experience knowledge across academia; and shed light on the emerging technologies across the globe. The previous meet Earth Science-2012 served as platform to foster collaborations across industry & academia and evaluate emerging earth science and technology prospects across the globe.

2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Addiction Research & Therapy during July 22-24, 2013 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

The OMICS Group Conference Addiction Therapy-2013 focuses on the latest advancements and recovery strategies in Addiction research bringing together a large International population belonging to various addiction based Research & Therapeutic Institutions, leading Universities, Government Organizations and Rehabilitation Centers at the same stage. This three day OMICS conference provides a platform for scientists, researchers, decision-makers and other players to share knowledge on the latest addiction recovery developments and its application in health diagnostics and clinical research.

International Conference on Animal & Dairy Sciences during July 23-24, 2013 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

This OMICS Conference brings together experts from animal science and involves knowledge-sharing on the biology of animals and the science and business of animal production and management. The food industry needs to always focus on sustaining the demands of a growing world population. In an attempt to address these issues, the OMIC Group Conference carries the theme “Breaking down barriers and venturing into new realms in Animal Science”. Animal Science-2013 will be unique event which invites veterinarians, leading academic scientists, researchers, and industry professionals across the globe.
International Conference on Personlized Medicine & Molecular Diagnostics during August 5-7, 2013 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

OMICS Publishing Group International Conference and Exhibition on Personalized Medicine-2013 aims to gather visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies in personalized medicine. This conference, an initiative by the OMICS Publishing Group, would be bringing together different communities and would be contributing to an integrative approach to Personalized Medicine Research at various levels. The event seeks to serve as an impulse for the advancement of molecular analysis by connecting scientists all across the world at conferences and exhibitions that would create an environment conducive for information exchange, generation of new ideas and acceleration of applications.

International Conference on Integrative Biology Summit during August 5-7, 2013 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

The OMICS Publishing Group would organize the International Conference on Integrative Biology and aims to provide a unique platform for scientists/experts from academia and industry to analyze about the amalgamation of branches of computational biology and bioinformatics in addition to the complementary scientific efforts in the academia and industry to achieve common scientific goals. The OMICS Group Conference invites delegates, exhibitors and leading scientists in the field of integrative biology. The Integrative Biology Summit involves experts in the integrative biology field and provides a platform for visionaries through the research talks and presentations, in addition to partner networking.

2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Pathology during August 5-7, 2013 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

OMICS Group 2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Pathology is a part of the OMICS Group Conferences series and is aimed to be a successful meet that brings together a unique and International mix of large and medium Pathology Research, leading Universities and Pathology Research Institutions making the conference a perfect platform to share experience, foster collaborations, and also exhibit various products and methodologies concerned with pathology. The 2nd International Conference and exhibition on Pathology will schedule and coordinate all meetings with experts and visionaries through the research talks and presentations that speak about the advances in the discipline.

International Conference on Dental & Oral Health during August 19-21, 2013 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

Dentistry-2013 is a conference planned by the OMICS Publishing Group that deals with the anatomy and development of teeth and associated structures which form an essential component of the oral well-being. The OMICS Group Conference would involve speakers talking about the importance of dental and oral health in the overall well-being of human body, as there has been a significant growth in dental research in the recent years. The conference also facilitated the dissemination and application of research findings relating to oral health and the interactions between oral and systemic health in addition to showcasing of the latest dental treatment techniques through exploratory remarks on quality improvement of the discipline on a global scale.

International Conference and Exhibition on Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation during August 19-21, 2013 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

This OMICS Group Conference brings together experts in rehabilitation that involves experts in the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease, illness, injury, and other physical and mental impairments in humans. The OMICS Group Conference brings together a unique and International mix of health concerned Research Institutions, leading Universities, Government Organizations and Rehabilitation Centers across the globe making the conference a perfect platform to share novel therapeutic innovations and challenges in the field of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation.

2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Orthopedics & Rheumatology during August 19-21, 2013 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

The OMICS Group Conference features leading scientists in the field of orthopedics & rheumatology research and learn about the latest technological advances for people with such problems. The different tracks are arranged in an interdisciplinary manner to allow delegates to explore issues directly connected to their own areas of work. The upcoming Orthopedics & Rheumatology meet also brings together several practitioners and health bodies in the concerned field and throws open doors for strategic partnerships.
List of Conferences conducted by OMICS Group

**World Congress on Forensic Research & Technology during October 15-17, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-Northshore, USA**

Forensic Research-2012 witnessed new breakthroughs and new strategies in investigation followed by different investigational agencies both Government and crime investigation bodies. Forensic Research-2012 was an apt platform for investigators to collaborate and share new ideas, innovations & strategies in fight against crime and terrorism. This OMICS Group Conference evolved as an important subject of interest for national security and developed the security systems, and brought together forensic medicine professionals and forensic scientists from diverse fields and provided opportunities for business and intellectual engagement.

**International Conference and Exhibition on Otolaryngology during October 15-17, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-Northshore, USA**

The International Conference and Exhibition on Otolaryngology enabled research talks and presentations on current advances in the research and use of Otolaryngology with particular focus on its role in maintaining health and preventing diseases. This OMICS Publishing Group Conference presented and discussed current advances in the research of otolaryngology. New scientific evidences that support or question the efficacy of already existing or prospective substances and applications were conferred. In addition to novel ideas that might be controversial but solid, several approaches and visions were presented as well.

**International Conference on Biothreats and Biodefense during October 15-17, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-Northshore, USA**

Biodefense-2012 served as the methodological ground for researchers and policymakers to discuss the materialistic concepts and to take a holistic approach to address the challenges posed by technologies and new and re-emerging diseases. Attendants of this OMICS Group Conference had the opportunity to interact with researchers from academia, corporate and defense organizations in Formal Sciences, Applied Sciences, Natural Sciences and Social Sciences emphasizing the areas of Rapid Pathogen Identification, Vaccine and Therapeutic Countermeasure Development, Disease Outbreak Modeling and Biodefense Policy Implementation.

**International Conference on Tissue Science and Engineering during October 1-3, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-Northshore, USA**

Tissue Science-2012 is a remarkable event which brought together a unique and International mix of large and medium Biomaterials, Stem Cell Research and Regenerative Medicine, leading Universities and Tissue Science Research Institutions making the Congress a perfect platform to share experience. The event was a part of OMICS Group Conferences and served as a catalyst for the advancement in Tissue Science and Engineering and the underlying studies.

**International Conference and Exhibition on Pharmacovigilance & Clinical Trials dueing October 1-3, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-Northshore, USA**

Pharmacovigilance-2012 was organized as one of the OMICS Group Conferences which brought together a unique and International mix of Clinical Research Organizations, Pharmaceutical Companies, leading Universities and Institutes, making the Congress a perfect platform to share experience, foster collaborations across industry and academia and shared emerging scientific updates across the globe. The conference also paved a way to gather visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies in Pharmacovigilance and Clinical Trials.

**International Conference & Exhibition on Emerging Cell Therapies during October 1-3, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago-Northshore, USA**

Cell Therapy-2012 is an OMICS Group Conference that aims to serve as a catalyst for the advancement in emerging cell therapies by connecting scientists within and across disciplines at conferences held under a single roof that create an environment conducive to information exchange. This event also helped in generation of new ideas and acceleration of applications that benefit society.

**2nd International Conference on Pediatrics & Gynecology during September 24-26, 2012 at Marriott Hotel & Convention Center, Hyderabad, India**

The OMICS Group Conference Research and Advances in Pediatrics & Gynecology brought together scientists, professors, researchers, professional delegates and students to share & experience across academia and evaluate emerging technology. The various aspects of Pediatrics were covered through poster presentations along with opportunities for networking by various practitioners and health bodies.
International Conference on Translational Medicine during September 17-19, 2012 at Holiday Inn San Antonio, USA

Translational Medicine-2012 was a remarkable event which brought together a unique and International mix of large and medium Biomedical and Pre-clinical Research and Diagnostics Companies, leading Universities and Biomedical Research Institutions making the conference to foster collaborations across industry and academia and evaluated emerging technologies across the globe. The OMICS Group Conference gathered visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies in Translational Medicine.

3rd World Congress on Biotechnology during September 13-15, 2012 at Hyderabad International Convention Centre, India

Biotechnology-2012 was a scientific platform to meet fellow key decision makers all-around the Biotech, Academic Institutions, Pharmaceutical, Healthcare Institutes making the congress a perfect means to share talks & presentations to put forward many thought provoking strategies in Biotechnology making the congress a perfect platform to share biotechnology updates.

International Conference on Agricultural & Horticultural Sciences during September 14-15, 2012 at Hyderabad International Convention Center, India

The OMICS Group on Agri-2012 conference offered a unique opportunity to address current issues and overcome barriers in agriculture production. The conference invited participants from Universities, Institutions and Companies around the world for both oral and poster presentations. This two-day event provided an overview of the currently accepted and newly emerging techniques in the fields of both agriculture and horticulture.

International Conference on Pathology during August 27-29, 2012 at DoubleTree by Hilton Philadelphia Center City, USA

OMICS Publishing Group International Conference and exhibition on Pathology was first of the OMICS Conferences series that brought together a unique and International mix of large and medium pathology research, leading universities and pathology research institutions and made the conference a perfect platform to share experience, foster collaborations, and also exhibit various products and methodologies concerned with pathology. International Conference and exhibition on Pathology involved meetings with experts and visionaries through the research talks and presentations that spoke about the advances in the discipline.

International Conference and Exhibition on Addiction Research & Therapy during August 20-22, 2012 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

The OMICS event dealt with the advances in the field with interaction between speakers and renowned practitioners with networking opportunities in Addiction Research & Therapy. The OMICS Group Addiction Therapy Conference focused on the latest advancements and recovery strategies in Addiction research that brought together a large International population belonging to various addiction based Research & Therapeutic Institutions, leading Universities, Government Organizations and Rehabilitation Centers at the same stage. This three day OMICS Group Conference provided a platform for scientists, researchers, decision-makers and other players to share knowledge on the latest addiction recovery developments and its application in health diagnostics and clinical research.

3rd International Conference on Biomarkers & Clinical Research during July 2-4, 2012 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

Biomarkers-2012 was an OMICS Group Conference that focused on the development and application of biomarkers as key role indicators in health diagnostics, which has become a part of drug discovery processes and pointed on major changes in health diagnostics and clinical research. The meet featured presentations that demonstrated the evidence from research and clinical application in Biomarker discovery and its potential application in clinical practice. The conference assembled leading scientists, researchers, decision-makers and other players across the industry spectrum, and provided a unique opportunity to gain the latest biomarker developments and its application in health diagnostics, oncology and in clinical research.

International Conference and Exhibition on Neurology & Therapeutics during May 14-16, 2012 at Embassy Suites Las Vegas, USA

OMICS Publishing Group invited all the participants across the globe to attend 2nd International Conference and the first OMICS Group Conference in the series was successful and developers shared their experiences. This event offered a platform of bringing together students, doctors and established scientists. Neuro-2012 gathered visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies in Neurological Therapeutics; in addition to providing scope for the talks that are fruitful to the discipline.
**3rd World Congress on Bioavailability & Bioequivalence: Pharmaceutical R&D Summit during March 26-28, 2012 at Hyderabad Marriott Hotel, India**

BABEL-2012 was part of the series of OMICS Group Conferences involving key decision makers from the academic Institutions, Healthcare Institutes, Pharmaceutical, Biotech, CROs supply chain, Logistics practitioners making the congress a perfect platform to share experience, knowledge and foster collaborations through the research talks & presentations in Bioequivalence and Bioavailability.

**International Conference and Exhibition on Nanotechnology & Nanomedicine during March 12-14, 2012 at Omaha Marriott, USA**

This OMICS Conference invited speakers in the Nanomedicine domain to transfer knowledge and knowhow on latest advancements through real-time interactions and poster presentations. This OMICS Publishing Group Conference was attended by several speakers and practitioners eager to learn and apply the major developments in the respective domain. Noted nano experts discussed breath-taking insights that set the pulses for further quest towards the progress in nano medicine.

**World Congress on Gastroenterology & Urology during March 12-14, 2012 at Omaha Marriott, USA**

Gastroenterology-2012 OMICS Conference brought together a unique and International mix of large and medium Pharmaceutical and Diagnostics Companies, leading Universities and Research Institutions making the Congress a perfect platform to share experience, boost networking opportunities and evaluate emerging technologies across the globe. The conference involved meetings with experts in the Gastroenterology & Urology field across the World.

**International Conference and Exhibition on Biometrics & Biostatistics March 5-7, 2012, Omaha Marriott, USA**

The OMICS Conference of Biometrics & Biostatistics was a platform where researchers and developers shared their experiences and ideas through research talks and presentations to reveal about advances in Biometrics & Biostatistics. This Conference by OMICS Publishing Group brought together a forum for students, doctors and established scientists to exchange their ideas and contributed to an integrative approach to Biometrics & Biostatistics Research, and gave the opportunity to participate in discussion on the subject of Biometrics and Biostatistics.

**2nd International Congress on Pharmaceutics & Novel Drug Delivery Systems during February 20-22, 2012 at San Francisco Airport Marriott Waterfront, USA**

2nd International Conference on Pharmaceutics & Novel Drug Delivery Systems was among the OMICS series of Conferences in 2012 after the first meet on Pharmaceutica, held at Baltimore. The recent progress in the field of Pharmaceutics and Novel drug delivery systems were the core subject of talk at the conference.

**2nd World Congress on Diabetes & Metabolism during December 6-8, 2011 at Philadelphia, USA**

The International Conference on Diabetes and Metabolism, organised by OMICS Publishing Group took place in Philadelphia, Airport Hotel Marriott on 6-8 December 2011. This annual conference served as a backbone in bringing together nearly 300 specialists who were renowned Experts, Professors, Laboratory Principals, Project Leaders and Representatives of well known enterprises from 20 countries. The meet consisted of several tracks and the themes centered on ways of dealing with diabetic condition with respect to latest discoveries in biochemistry and the metabolic processes.

**2nd World Congress on Biotechnology during 29 Nov-1 Dec, 2011 at Philadelphia, USA**

The 2nd World Congress on Biotechnology, hosted by the OMICS Publishing Group was held on Nov 29-Dec 1, 2011 in Philadelphia, USA. The Theme for the conference, “Research and Advancements in Biotechnology” was aptly conveyed. The Researchers, Professors and OMICS Publishing Group Editors sustained the conference and the annual conclave comprised of 17 Tracks and 73 sessions which started with a grandiose inaugural ceremony followed by a press meet. Several renowned experts were very prolific to the scientific community and inspiring acquainted the audience with the newest trends in biotechnology.

**International Conference and Exhibition on Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs during September 6-7, 2011 at Baltimore, USA**

The first International Conference and Exhibition on Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs, was held in BWI Airport Baltimore September 6-7, 2011 by the OMICS Publishing Group with the theme “Research & Advancements in Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs”. The OMICS Conference in Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs brought together leading Universities, Clinical Research Institutions and Dignitaries from Quality & Regulatory departments of FDA to ponder upon and share the most appropriate measures to regulate drug use and administration.
International Conference and Exhibition on Cancer Science & Therapy during August 15-17, 2011 at Las Vegas, USA

The OMICS Group Conference on cancer science brought together renowned speakers in the field of cancer research and treatment including various forms of therapies that could combat the disease at the right stage with the prognosis turning way back to the normal state. The agenda focused on novel methods of cure to present the audience with the latest developments in that direction.

International Conference & Exhibition on Proteomics & Bioinformatics during June 6-8, 2011 at HICC, Hyderabad, India

The first OMICS group Conference on Proteomics and Bioinformatics gathered experts in the Proteomics and Bioinformatics field across the globe, and enabled visionaries through the research talks and presentations and put forward many thought provoking strategies in Proteomics & Bioinformatics. The meet focused on ways to strengthen cooperation in the field of bioinformatics on both the industry and research fronts.

International Conference & Exhibition on Bioequivalence & Bioavailability 2010, Pharmaceutical R & D Summit during March 1-3, 2010 at Hyderabad, India

The BIOBIO 2010 OMICS Group conference was held back in March 2010 and focused on various issues in Bioequivalence and Bioavailability. The keynote address was Challenges in BE Requirements for Certain Class/Types of Drug Products which invoked great interest from the attendees. The talks were focused on making drug availability more responsive to the health needs of the population.

International Drug Discovery Science and Technology (IDDST) during October 22-25, 2009 at Shanghai, China

This conference was held in 2009 and the theme was “Milestones of Innovative Therapeutics” and more than 400 guests were invited to share knowledge and experiences about the practice. This Conference brought together nearly 600 specialists from 30 countries and areas, and was devoted to the leading issues and popular topics and provided up-to-date information to all over the world. On the other hand, the meeting provided a brilliant information platform for domestic researchers to communicate.